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Editorial
This second issue of METASCIENCE QUARTERLY contains a number of articles
that call into question the nature of space/time and its relationship to fundamental as
well as biological energies. Trevor Constable, a well known UFOIogist, writing in THE
COSMIC PULSE OF LIFE, asks contemporary science to explain the difference
between a living animal and one that has expired. He maintains that not only can’t they
explain the difference, but that they shy away from the very evidence that could
answer the question. Constable theorizes that the biological power that animates living
organisms is of primordial origin, and that this same energy is used by UFO’s for the
propulsion of their space crafts. He has been kind enough to allow us to reproduce
some of his UFO photographs from this classic text.
One of our staff, Dr. Edwin Gora, discusses the nature of space/time from a more
traditional point of view. Dr. Gora, a quantum physicist for over 40 years was a student
of Werner Heisenberg in Leipzig from 1939-41. He later worked as an assistant for
Arnold Sommerfield, another luminary from the history of quantum physics, from the
years 1944-47. Dr. Gora eventually came to settle in Rhode Island, where he currently
teaches physics at Providence College. His paper discusses pythagorean/platonic
trends in modern theoretical physics as well as numerical coincidences which seem to
mysteriously bind unrelated cosmological equations. The article is structured with an
extensive appendix so that the general reader may enjoy the fruits of his ideas, while
the more mathematically minded can delve deeper into some of the details.
Dr. Carroll Nash, Director of The Parapsychology Laboratory at St. Joseph’s
College and author of Science of PSI: ESP & PK has written an article on the
relationship between parapsychology and ufology. John and Jane Miller from the
Montreal Society for Parapsychology and Paraphysics have contributed an unusual
photograph which might have psychic origins; Eugenia Macer-Story, an interesting
paranormal investigator, discusses a UFO sighting with multiple Witnesses; Donald
Miller, an astute and introspective researcher in psychology recounts a rather dra
matic experience when releasing his own Kundalini energies; and our editor, Marc
Seifer discusses transcendent dreams and other symbols which seem to displace both
backward and forward in time.
All of these articles call into question the nature of reality as 20th Century man
defines it; perhaps more importantly, they ask you, the reader, to consider alternative
descriptions concerning the model of the universe which is generally taken for granted.
The goals of METASCIENCE QUARTERLY are multi-dimensional. We have at
tempted to present boarderland research in a variety of areas using the scientific
method whenever possible. However, because of the nature of the data and because
most of the literature concerns basically uncharted territory, we must observe with
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extreme caution, warning the reader to maintain both an objective and critical eye.
The UFO question, for instance, is riddled with controversy and opposing posi
tions even among UFOIogists themselves. Perhaps the most controversial UFOIogist
of our day is Andrija Puharich, the man who brought Uri Geller to the United States.
Puharich, also a parapsychologist, claims among other things, that he himself has
contacted extraterrestrials. In his characteristic style Puharich told METASCIENCE in
a recent interview (to be published at a later date), “I don’t believe nothing. I’m the
worst skeptic you’ve ever met!” As bizarre as this man appears to be, he gives
excellent advice: don’t believe anything.
To the amazement of many skeptics and critics of parapsychology, scientists in
our field don’t believe just an^hing. The true parapsychologist, as well as a true
occultist, either knows or doesn’t know. The difference between belief and knowledge
is direct experience. It is important for all interested parties to, specifically not accept
the controversial data presented in these pages. Keep an open mind and suspend
judgment. Do not decide one way or the other. But if you want to know, for instance, if
man’s fingertips can distinguish colors, then you must find out for yourself, i.e. actually
perform the experiments required so as to form a reasonable conclusion.
METASCIENCE OUARTERLV is born from Hermetic traditions rooted in all true
occult literature and symbolized by the Major Arcana of the Tarot*. The word
Arcana means mystery. We, as initiates, are attempting to explore the Great Myste
ries one by one. Keeping our Hermetic roots in mind we remember the first great
lesson: the difference between belief and knowledge. All of the contravecy still
surrounding JB Rhine’s simple ESP card experiments, for example, are caused by the
simple reason that the critics refuse to perform the experiments themselves. Their
articles are written based solely upon their own beliefs.
If you had never seen a plane, would you believe man could fly?? To become a
true participant in the knowledge being amassed in this New Age, the onus of
responsibility, for all truths, be they scientific, para-scientific, political, economic,
medical or otherwise, rests solely upon the shoulders of the reader of these words.
Know. ...
*We will have articles on the Tarot in future issues.

Announcements
Robert Adsit, formerly our art director has taken over as Associate Editor. Mr.
Adsit, a well-known free-lance artist from New York City, has had his paintings and
sculpture in numerous galleries. We would like to thank him for contributing to our new
look. Some of his artwork will appear amongst our pages from time to time.
As most of you know, METASCIENCE QUARTERLY was born from its parent
periodical, the JOURNAL OF OCCULT STUDIES. Quite a number of our readers have
requested back issues so we have reprinted the JOURNAL in one large volume which
includes a detailed index. For details see the display ad in this issue.
Our next issue of METASCIENCE QUARTERLY contains an exclusive interview
with Uri Geller conducted in early summer, 1979. He discusses metal bending,
teletransportation, skepticism and his art work. Also in this issue will be the forgeries
and handwritings of Howard Hughes, an article by the Russian parapsychologist Victor
Ademenko, a discussion concerning the physical nature of synchronicity and much
more. Pass the word to your friends.
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Project Kundalini: A group of dedicated scientists under the direction of the
Kundalini Research Institute of Canada, has recently launched the first scientific
investigation of its kind in North America. The research team, headed by Dr. Yvonne
Kason seeks to narrow the gap between science and religion by investigating the
relationship between Kundalini and such areas as genius, child prodigies, psychic
ability, psychosis and schizophrenia. For further information please write: 12 Rich
mond Street East, Suite 632, Toronto, Ontario, M5C 1N1.
We would like to congratulate one of our members Dr. Ralph Sierra, for his
recent acceptance into the American Association for the Advancement of Science and
the New York Academy of Sciences. Dr. Sierra is a New Age researcher into the fields
of bio-magnetism, pyrimidology and parapsychology. See Journal of Occult Studies,
Vol. I issue III, pp. 289-290 for further details. His address is: Puerto Rico Scientific
Research Laboratory, 1707 Arkansa St., San Gerardo, Rio Piedras, PR 00926.

A Word of Thanks
We would like to thank the following people for the generous contributions: Beatrice
Collier, Sonny and Dottie Imber, Dora Steigman and Richard Palcanis. We would also
like to take the time to remind our readers that METASCIENCE FOUNDATION Is a
legally established non-profit organization. All contributions are tax deductible; so if you
can afford to, please help us keep the momentum going. All contributions, whether
large or small are greatly appreciated.

THE PSYCHIC OBSERVER
incorporating Chimes
The Psychic Observer is the oldest and most re
spected psychic publication (since 1938) in Amer
ica. Bimonthly, it contains articles, news, and in
terviews on the latest developments and with the
top authorities in the expanding world of para
psychology.
These articles and interviews are written by the
foremost scholars, scientists, practitioners, and
professionals in the various modalities. They have
included such outstanding
individuals as Arthur Ford,
Michael Manning, Frank Decker,
Sir Oliver Lodge, Sir William
Crookes, Harold Sherman,
Robert Monroe, Edgar Mitchell
and Calen Hieronymus.
Recent and coming issues of
The Psychic Observer feature
Huna, Psychotronics,Music of the
Spheres, The Druids, Extra
terrestrial Contacts and
Holistic Health.
U.S. I.S.S.N. 0048-573X
100 pages — illustrated
$1.75 per issue
$9.50 per six issues
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Are you searching for enlightenment?
Do you want to expand your consciousness and actualize your
inner resources? Do you want to experience the transcendent
dimensions of your existence?
Explore the human potential for personal and planetary transfor
mation through KUNDALINI, EVOLUTION AND ENLIGHTEN
MENT. Editor John White has compiled 44 articles and commen
taries by spiritual leaders, enlightened teachers and pioneering
scientists in consciousness research who deal with every aspect
of kundalini: The Traditional
View of Kundalini • Per
sonal Accounts of the
Kundalini Experience •
Modern Explorations in
Kundalini Research • Kun
dalini and the Occult • Ad
vice to the Spiritual Seeker

Among the contribu
tors: Itzhak Bentov,
Yogi Bhajan, Haridas
Chaudhuri, Sri Chinmoy,
Roy Eugene
Davis, Yogi Amrit Desai, Christopher Hills,
Gopi Krishna, Swami
Muktananda, Swami
Radha, Swami Rama,
Ken Wilber and many
others.

$4.50, paper
An Anchor Press Original
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1/10 Visitation

R. Adsit, 1975
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Mr. Seifer,
My thanks to John White tor having mentioned me, and to you for having sent me
MetaScience Quarterly. I enjoyed it thoroughly and found the mini-histories
especially helpful for a quick chronological overview.
Best wishes,
Roger Wescott
Editor
KRONOS, a Journal of Interdisciplinary Synthesis
Drew University
Madison, NJ

Dear. Mr. Seifer,
Well, I'm one of those who are glad to see you’ve changed the name of the
journal from its old JOURNAL OF OCCULT STUDIES monicker. Reason being that
a great deal of folks—particularly scientific critters—are quite prejudiced against
the word ‘occult’ regardless of what its denotation really is. It’s its connotation
they keep worrying about! Anyhow, the new title fits well, and the journal looks
great. Keep up the good work.
Sincerely,
Tom Bearden
Editor
SPECULA, A Paraphysics Quarterly
1902 Willis Road, S.E.
Huntsville, AL 35801

18 June 1979
Dear Mr. Seifer,
In your last issue, William Schramm presents results which he claims show
that a pyramid inhibits the absorption of water vapour by sodium hydroxide
pellets. Unfortunately the results as he presents them do not support such a
claim. The reason is as follows:
The internal volume of his pyramid is about 2.1 litres which, when saturated,
contains about 0.03 or 0.05 g of water vapour at 15 or 25 C respectively. The rate
of water absorption by the pellet averaged about 0.05 g/hour, equivalent to a
complete turnover of water vapour at least every hour. This indicates that, as
expected, the rate-determining step is the diffusion of water vapour from the dish
to the pellet via the internal volume. The point is that, under such conditions, the
similarity of the internal geometry between experiment and control is crucial.
Because the internal geometries were not identical, no conclusions can be
drawn from the results. Thus if the pellet was placed higher in the experiment
than in the control (as it seems to have been although details are not given) the
increased diffusion bath, alone would account for the observed difference. The
only satisfactory control would be a similar pyramid at maximum misalignment,
i.e., with a side at 45 degrees to magnetic north, with the control being alternated
between pyramids on successive runs.
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However a far better approach is to avoid a dynamic system altogether. An
equivalent but unambiguous experiment would be to suspend a strip of humidity
indicator-paper** the full internal height of the pyramid and control. After
equilibration any difference in humidity within the pyramid, or between pyramid
and control, would be instantly visible.
In the same issue Donald Durand reports negative results on trying to
photograph the aura. Apart from its value in providing an objective record,
photography is not essential for testing auras. All that is required is for a viewer to
view auras through various filters and to describe the results. Thus an aura
cannot be UV if it is visible through glass. It cannot be physical light if a blue aura
is still blue"through a red filter. If different viewers report different effects then this
will tell us something else again. And so on.
Kilner himself (in The Human Aura) appears to have done experiments of this
kind, if only in passing and without realising their significance, but his account is
too vague to be useful.
Yours sincerely,
Geoffrey Dean PhD
Consulting Chemist
MGV Laboratories
Perth, Western Australia
*A suitable paper can be made by soaking filter paper in a solution consisting of
30g hydrated cobalt chloride, 15g sodium chloride, 5g anhydrous calcium
chloride, and 90ml of water. After a short soaking the paper is drained, allowed
to dry, and cut into strips. At 50% relative humidity the colour is lavender and is
easily sensitive to changes of 5-10% absolute. At 35% or 70% the colour is
blue or pink respectively.

Mankind Research Unlimited specializes in providing the tools, tech
niques, and instrumentation for those future-oriented researchers
dedicated to exploring new areas where the breakthroughs occur, and the
solution to many of our problems lies. Some of these areas are:
• aero-ionization devices for healthful living.
• biofeedback machines for stress control, meditation training, and
relaxation training.
• psi training devices.
• natural birth control device: “Ovulometer”™
• Suggestological Learning Systems: the Lozanov Learning Method for
foreign languages.
• Solar Energy Systems for low-cost, efficient heating.
• insect control using our bio-electronic radiating machines.
• Electro-Acupuncture machines.
• Magnetic treatment of plants: “Gro-Magnets”™ to enhance plant
growth.
• Vita-Lites for natural light (sun-light) indoors.
Please call or write MRU for further details on these and many more
subjects.;Mankind Research Unlimited, 1110 Spring St.
Silver Spring, Md. 20910. Phone: 202-882-4000.

Mr. Schramm responds:
In response to Mr. Dean’s letter, I wish to state in summary that it is
altogether possible that purely physical differences in the geometries of the
pyramid and the cylinder, resulting in differences in convection and diffusion, etc.,
could account for the observed differences. Perhaps a future study could utilize
electronic humidity transducers placed in the immediate environment of the
sample.
I did not claim that any occult or paranormal properties of the pyramid were
necessary to explain my results. In fact, I included a disclaimer at the end of the
article, simply because in my experience the various pyramid cultists are experts
at quoting out of context and drawing conclusions from the most meager of data.
Two additional points I wish to clarify follow: First, in both pyramid and
control, the sample was placed in the geometrical center of the base at an
elevation of approximately 1/3 the altitude. I realise that a greater proportion of
the pyramid volume lies below this hqight than is the case with the cylinder.
Secondly, I found on a casual basis that alignment* had virtually no effect on
observed results. This was not included in the article because I did not sufficiently
replicate these alignment observations to generate significant results.
Sincerely yours,
William Schramm
OJAI, CA
*The position of the pyramid faces with respect to geological or magnetic
compass points.

EDITOR’S NOTE: We wish to apoligize to Mr. Schramm for spelling his name
wrong in the biography of the pyramid article. Also from his chart on page 34 the
mean rate should read hr1 instead of hr1.

MAP DOWSING and OIL LOCATING hand
books, by Verne L. Cameron and Bill Cox, $2.75
each. Unique and functionally Practical Dowsing
approaches to the object of your search, both
locally and at a distance.
Step-by-step Dowsing books
TECHNIQUES OF PENDULUM DOWSING and
TECHNIQUES OF SWING-ROD DOWSING by
Bill Cox. Two books (sc), dealing with the fasci
nating science of Dowsing. Each one thoroughly
describes methods and the type of equipment
used to locate underground water, minerals,
missing persons and pets... how to find and date
ruins and buried artifacts, test soil, planting
areas and the quality of foods and liquids. The
applications for dowsing are endless. Both
books, profusely illustrated, are written in an

interesting informative manner by world renown
dowsing expert Bill Cox. $2.50 each.
AQUAVIDEO, Locating Underground Water by
Cameron & Cox, (soft cover), $6.95. One of the
most comprehensive, step-by-step, fully illus
trated Dowsing Methods ever written.

•
Order above books from LIFE UNDERSTAND
ING FOUNDATION, P.O. Box 30305, Santa
Barbara, Ca. 93105. Please add 50<t for postage
and handling, foreign add $1.00. Californians
kindly include 6% sales tax.
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Three $100 Honorariums will be presented for
research in the following general areas of
consciousness related research:

PARAPSYCHOLOGY

UFOLOGY

OCCULT SCIENCES

Telepathy
Precognition
Psychokinesis
Synchronicity
Clairvoyance
Life after Life
Mediumship
OOBE
Psychic Healing
Xenoglassy

Photo Documentation
Close Encounters
Radar Pick-up
Astronomy
Big Foot
Lockness Monster
Quantum Physics
Bermuda Triangle

Astrology
Graphology
Tarot
Palmistry
I-Ching
Pyrimidology
Cabala

Papers will be awarded for scholarly approach,
scientific rigor, originality and creativity.
Winning papers & runners-up will be published
in metaScience Quarterly .

Deadline: June 5th, 1980.
Note:
Due to rescheduling, the deadline for
the first annual MSQ awards has been moved up
to coincied with the 4th issue.
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Transmission and Reflection Holograms
UFOs, Bigfoot, Animal Mutilations, Atlantis, Psychic Phenomena and more. Join an active organization where the members
actually participate in research on the fringes of science. A nonprofit coporation with a 48 page monthly journal Worldwide
in membership and scope - no phenomena will remain unchallenged. For free information write to: Maryland
Center

Related Products

THE

HOLEX CORPORATION

2544 West Main Street
Norristown, PA 19401

< the best astrological
Robert Hand. NCGR Journal
"One of the most impressive aspects of
PHENOMENA is that at last we are able to get
well-documented stones about events that would
otherwise be only rumor among astrologers
PHENOMENA has a very clear professional
quality."
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Charles Harvey. Pres. A. A.
"We are very much in need of such a neutral
forum which can air the news from all quarters. . .
As such it is a must for all serious astrological
students and researchers. ”
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Dane Rudhyar

"PHENOMENA fills an important need in the
astrological field, providing alert minds with data
they may not be able to find otherwise."
Zip Dobyns. PhD.
"PHENOMENA looks great' / never have time
to read many journals. To have it all in succinct
form is worth the price of the subscription
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